Media switching at different time periods affects the reprogramming efficiency of buffalo fetal fibroblasts.
Many contrasting reports are available on generation of bovine induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) employing different timelines and culture conditions which signifies reprogramming process varies between species and cell types. The present study determines an optimum time period required to re-initiate reprogramming events in buffalo fibroblasts after introduction of exogenous genes (OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and c-MYC) by lentiviral vector. The reprogramming efficiency is cumulative result of many factors including culture conditions and addition of growth factors in culture media. In our study, we observed when stem cell culture conditions were provided Day 5 post-transduction, it results in maximum reprogramming efficiency in comparison when same conditions were provided too early or on later days. The putative iPSCs were expanded on feeder layer for 15 passages and found positive for alkaline phosphatase and pluripotency markers (OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, c-MYC, UTF, TELOMERASE, FOXD3, REX1, STAT3, NUCLEOSTAMIN and TRA1-81). Also, they produced embryoid bodies showing expression for ectodermal (NF68, MOBP), mesodermal (ASA, BMP4) and endodermal (GATA4, AFP) markers to confirm their pluripotent nature. Our results suggest that reprogramming is accompanied by time dependent events and providing stem cell culture conditions at definite time during reprogramming can help in generation of iPSCs with greater efficiency.